


 

 

DR. AMBEDKAR COLLEGE DEEKSHABHOOMI, NAGPUR 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY 

EDUCATIONAL VISIT TO HYDERABAD (11-02-2019 TO 14-02-2019) 

 
REPORT 

 

Department of Biochemistry & Biotechnology, Dr. Ambedkar College, Deekshabhoomi, Nagpur 

has organized an Educational Visit to Hyderabad 
  
from 11-02-2019 TO 14-02-2019 to various 

National institutes like Institute of Genetics & 

Hospital of Genetic Diseases, Osmania University 

and CCMB (Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology-CSIR), Hyderabad. The total number of 

students in educational visit was 35 from M.Sc. 

Biotechnology as well as Biochemistry. The visit 

began by departure from Nagpur railway station on 

11 February 2019 to Secunderabad railway station. 
 

On the first day of visit that is on 12-02-2019 we 

visited Institute of Genetics & Hospital of 

Genetic Diseases, Osmania University at 10:00 

am to 5:00pm in which our group of students 

visited to five different departments of the 

institute namely Department of Clinical 

Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Toxicology, 

Cell Biology and Cytogenetic and Psychology. 

One of the staff member, Dr. M. Deepika 

Assistant Professor, from molecular biology 

department delivered a nice and informative 
 
 
presentation on the establishment, vision of the 

institute and various research going on in the 

field of genetic diseases in that institute. All the 

students and staff members benefited from this 

institute to explore the knowledge in the field of 

in-born genetic disorders their diagnostic 

methods and their prevention. Also all students 

learn about the advanced instrumentation like 

Ion Exchange chromatography (HPLC), 

Fluorescent in-situ hybridization and various 

molecular as well as biological assays used in 
 



diagnosis of various genetic disorders.  
 
 

 

In the same premises they have the School of 

Special Children suffering from various 

genetic disorders which they run as a part of 

their social responsibility. There are various 

staff members to look after them. Our 

students visited to this school to learn about 

abnormal behavior in various genetic 

disorders. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On the next day we visited to Salarjung 

Museum where we all learn and observed 

various historical things related to 

weapons, culture, dresses, paintings and 

art of different region. 
 
 

 

Then at 2:00 pm to 5:00pm we visited to 

CCMB (Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology-CSIR), Hyderabad where our 

students interact with Principal Scientist 

Dr. Sunil Verma and they 
 
understood various aspect of research area. He also guided them how to write an application or 

statement of purpose to any scientist while applying for fellowships and dissertations. He also 

explained about his research and his 
  
contribution in the field of life-sciences and 

inspired our students related to it. Also we 

visited to Plant pathology and molecular 

biology division of CCMB where our 

students learned about various advanced 

research techniques and the research going-

on in that department. 
 

We also visited to laboratory of electron 

microscope in which our students learn the 

practical knowledge of it. Students also 

visited various departments at CCMB and 

interacted with many researchers and explore 

the knowledge in the field of current 

research. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On the third day of visit we visited to Nehru Zoological Park where we saw different animals, 

birds, reptiles and collected the information about their various characteristics, behavior and 
 

habitat.  
 

After this we went to Sudhacar Museum 

whose name is enrolled in Limca Book 

of record for different designs of car. 

They had a huge collection of cars and 

vehicles with special designs. Some were 

the actual cars used in World War II. 
 

On 14-02-2019 we departed from 

Hyderabad Deccan railway station and 

reach Nagpur railway station on 15-02-

2019. 
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Please kindly give your Feedback on 3 days educational trip to hydrabad 

ambikapote197@gmail.com

Ambika Pote 

M.Sc. Biotechnology semester 2

YES

NO

Email address *

1. Name of student participated in visit  

*

2. Your Course and Semester *

3. Was this your �rst Educational Visit? *
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Exceptional

Very good

Good

Average

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Yes

No

more than expectations

YES

NO

4. How was your experience at the Educational Visit *

5. How would you Rate your overall experience of the visit on the scale

0- 10 *

6. Did the Educational Visit was as per your expectations *

7.was the Educational Visit Co-ordinators Co-operative with you? *
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Yes alwyase

Never again

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

This visit was something exceptional for me. I have never been to an educational visit 

before this. Also, the institutes we went for visit were cooperative with us, gave us proper 

knowledge regarding the works they did or doing. In future also, I'd like to work with those 

institutions and gain knowledge from them too. 

The Accommodation booked for us was great. The hotel facility, food facility as well as 

bus was comfortable and spacious and was of great quality. 

8. would you like to be a part of such educational visit in future *

9. How was the Quality of Food served to you at educational visit *

10. kindly describe the knowledge you gained from this educational

visit *

11.How was your Accommodation and travelling facility *
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None. 

The trip coordinators were my teachers and guide and they provided us with the best 

facilities there. They treated us like their own family and accordingly gave us a great tour 

experience. 

The institutes we went for visit were big and great. They are like the dream institutions 

one would love to work with. The project works they were working on were amazing and 

such ideas if developed will contribute to nation's development. Obviously, the 

scientist's talk and his guidance helped me to upgrade my knowledge and interest in 

working in the new projects. 

None. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

12. which part of the trip you disliked describe in few words *

13. write few words on your trip co-ordinators and overall

management of trip *

14. How this trip was bene�ted to you in term of knowledge

Upgradation , personality devlopment, research thinking devlopment *

15. Any suggestions that you would like to give to improve our

services *

Forms
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FEEDBACK FORM ON EDUCATIONAL VISIT -2019

Please kindly give your Feedback on 3 days educational trip to hydrabad 

ashitaawasthi1997@gmail.com

Ashita Awasthi

M.sc semester 2 biotech

YES

NO

Email address *

1. Name of student participated in visit  

*

2. Your Course and Semester *

3. Was this your �rst Educational Visit? *
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Exceptional

Very good

Good

Average

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Yes

No

more than expectations

YES

NO

4. How was your experience at the Educational Visit *

5. How would you Rate your overall experience of the visit on the scale

0- 10 *

6. Did the Educational Visit was as per your expectations *

7.was the Educational Visit Co-ordinators Co-operative with you? *
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Yes alwyase

Never again

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

I learned the management skills, how to inculcate basics knowledge of books nd how to 

apply in the �eld of research, it developed an vision to think according to the  research 

aspects and how to apply the knowledge for the human bene�ts. I came across to know 

many unknown subjects which I got to know through this trip. 

Our teachers managed to provide us the best facilities in a very friendly budget it was 

more than expectation 

8. would you like to be a part of such educational visit in future *

9. How was the Quality of Food served to you at educational visit *

10. kindly describe the knowledge you gained from this educational

visit *

11.How was your Accommodation and travelling facility *
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There was no such part which I disliked it was overall the best trip with the faculty 

members nd friends.

Thankyou to all the teacher's for making this happen nd managing it so well we have no 

complaints we enjoyed a alot. In a very friendly budget you people managed us to give 

the best food accomodation travelling nd making sure we enjoy the trip as well as we 

gain some knowledge. Thankyou for treating us like a family you made this trip a 

memorable one. 

This experience made a new horizon to think towards my goals and  how to apply your 

knowledge in the �eld of research, it was a wonderful experience about how you should 

be presented in such prime laboratorities of India , the way of your thinking should not 

be exam oriented bt to be goal oriented also. The visit to CCMB helped me to think more 

seriously about my area of interest nd how to achieve it, and will guide a path towards 

my goal. 

No suggestions it was a wonderful experience which I will cherish where I go. Thankyou 

to all the faculty members for making this happen nd making it successfull. 

12. which part of the trip you disliked describe in few words *

13. write few words on your trip co-ordinators and overall

management of trip *

14. How this trip was bene�ted to you in term of knowledge

Upgradation , personality devlopment, research thinking devlopment *

15. Any suggestions that you would like to give to improve our

services *
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FEEDBACK FORM ON EDUCATIONAL VISIT -2019

Please kindly give your Feedback on 3 days educational trip to hydrabad 

kanchanbawankar6008@gmail.com

Kanchan Bawankar

M.Sc Sem 2 Biotechnology

YES

NO

Email address *

1. Name of student participated in visit  

*

2. Your Course and Semester *

3. Was this your �rst Educational Visit? *
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Exceptional

Very good

Good

Average

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Yes

No

more than expectations

YES

NO

4. How was your experience at the Educational Visit *

5. How would you Rate your overall experience of the visit on the scale

0- 10 *

6. Did the Educational Visit was as per your expectations *

7.was the Educational Visit Co-ordinators Co-operative with you? *
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Yes alwyase

Never again

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

I have gained a grateful knowledge. It ws a wonderful tour which was the best 

opportunity for us to ful�l knowledge in our thirsty minds.

Traveling facilities was best. Hotel facilities was awesome and providing  good food and 

useful things.

No one.

8. would you like to be a part of such educational visit in future *

9. How was the Quality of Food served to you at educational visit *

10. kindly describe the knowledge you gained from this educational

visit *

11.How was your Accommodation and travelling facility *

12. which part of the trip you disliked describe in few words *
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Coordinator was treated us like a family. Such a very nice management from 1st day to 

last day. All the teachers and students carrying the schedule onward and tour was 

successfully done.

I was given a wonderful knowledge about my future destiny. In research I thinking a 

new experiences due to all institutes. I able to done opportunities to achieve a 

something new in future overall reasearch side.

No sir. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

13. write few words on your trip co-ordinators and overall

management of trip *

14. How this trip was bene�ted to you in term of knowledge

Upgradation , personality devlopment, research thinking devlopment *

15. Any suggestions that you would like to give to improve our

services *
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FEEDBACK FORM ON EDUCATIONAL VISIT -2019

Please kindly give your Feedback on 3 days educational trip to hydrabad 

shefali.rah@gmail.com

Shefali D.  Rahangdale 

Msc sem 2, Biotechnology 

YES

NO

Email address *

1. Name of student participated in visit  

*

2. Your Course and Semester *

3. Was this your �rst Educational Visit? *
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Exceptional

Very good

Good

Average

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Yes

No

more than expectations

YES

NO

4. How was your experience at the Educational Visit *

5. How would you Rate your overall experience of the visit on the scale

0- 10 *

6. Did the Educational Visit was as per your expectations *

7.was the Educational Visit Co-ordinators Co-operative with you? *
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Never again

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

It was too good, I  got the knowledge how to interact with people in research institute and 

the way to explain each and everything easy to understand students. Other places like 

museum, zoology Park, Husain sagar, etc all the amazing experience. 

It  was really good and unexpected. I appreciate with accommodation facilitate us. 

Nothing is to dislike in this trip.. I would like to go again for more time. 

8. would you like to be a part of such educational visit in future *

9. How was the Quality of Food served to you at educational visit *

10. kindly describe the knowledge you gained from this educational

visit *

11.How was your Accommodation and travelling facility *

12. which part of the trip you disliked describe in few words *
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Well managed trip.. Successfully done with no issues.. Very thanks to co-ordinators that 

we got all the unexpected full of  knowledge with fun tour. 

This is �rst trip will always be unforgettable.. At the institutional  level how to give our 

performance in front of them is the thing I learn from this trip and this will help me in 

future. Time management is also important. Best thing is patience which is more 

important for any research because it takes too long duration to get result of our 

research so patience must.  

No any suggestions.. I really like all the facilities and the well managed tour. I just wish 

that I could spend more time with researchers so that I can gain deep knowledge about 

their research. 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

13. write few words on your trip co-ordinators and overall

management of trip *

14. How this trip was bene�ted to you in term of knowledge

Upgradation , personality devlopment, research thinking devlopment *

15. Any suggestions that you would like to give to improve our

services *
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FEEDBACK FORM ON EDUCATIONAL VISIT -2019

Please kindly give your Feedback on 3 days educational trip to hydrabad 

shafaqureshi1997@gmail.com

Shafa qureshi

Biotechnology Semister 2nd

YES

NO

Email address *

1. Name of student participated in visit  

*

2. Your Course and Semester *

3. Was this your �rst Educational Visit? *
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Exceptional

Very good

Good

Average
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Yes

No

more than expectations

YES

NO

4. How was your experience at the Educational Visit *

5. How would you Rate your overall experience of the visit on the scale

0- 10 *

6. Did the Educational Visit was as per your expectations *

7.was the Educational Visit Co-ordinators Co-operative with you? *
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Yes alwyase

Never again

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

I got to know about the institues, about that institutes,  about soo many things about our 

subject which wr had not known. 

Great, we had travelled safely and comfartably. 

Nothing

8. would you like to be a part of such educational visit in future *

9. How was the Quality of Food served to you at educational visit *

10. kindly describe the knowledge you gained from this educational

visit *

11.How was your Accommodation and travelling facility *

12. which part of the trip you disliked describe in few words *
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Our teachers are very supportive.  They had provided us the best things...  Best food. 

They gave us the best facility of everything. Thankyou to all teachers.

Yes from this trip i got some aim to fo something. I got inspiration. Now i know more 

about this subject and from that environment which we saw there i also want to be part 

of that. 

No 
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13. write few words on your trip co-ordinators and overall

management of trip *

14. How this trip was bene�ted to you in term of knowledge

Upgradation , personality devlopment, research thinking devlopment *

15. Any suggestions that you would like to give to improve our

services *
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